Harmony Bargello Quilt

SIZE 60½” X 72½”

Designed by Shannon Ownby / Fabric N Quilts
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fabric Code</th>
<th>Fabric Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24779-Q</td>
<td>Fabric 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24777-Q</td>
<td>Fabric 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24778-Q</td>
<td>Fabric 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24776-Q</td>
<td>Fabric 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24777-P</td>
<td>Fabric 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24778-P</td>
<td>Fabric 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24777-L</td>
<td>Fabric 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24776-L</td>
<td>Fabric 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24779-G</td>
<td>Fabric 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24777-ZP</td>
<td>Fabrics 10 + 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24779-V</td>
<td>Fabric 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24778-V</td>
<td>Fabric 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24777-ZH</td>
<td>Fabrics 20 + 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24779-O</td>
<td>Fabric 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24778-O</td>
<td>Fabric 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24777-G</td>
<td>Fabric 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24776-G</td>
<td>Fabric 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24778-Y</td>
<td>Fabric 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24777-BY</td>
<td>Fabric 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24779-S</td>
<td>Fabric 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24778-S</td>
<td>Fabric 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24779-R</td>
<td>Fabric 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24778-R</td>
<td>Fabric 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24777-CR</td>
<td>Fabric 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24779-S</td>
<td>Fabric 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24778-S</td>
<td>Fabric 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24777-S</td>
<td>Fabric 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24778-S</td>
<td>Fabric 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24777-S</td>
<td>Fabric 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24779-P</td>
<td>Fabric 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24776-ZS</td>
<td>Fabrics 39 + 40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Designer Notes

- All seams are ¼” throughout.
- Each fabric strip in the Harmony Brights roll measures 2½” x WOF.
- Strips are sewn together to form color group strip sets and then crosscut. Full and partial crosscut strip sets are sewn together into (30) vertical columns. Vertical columns are then sewn together to make the quilt top.

Cutting Directions

**Note:** WOF—a widthwise cut from selvage to selvage

### 24776-B: Fabric 41 (weave cobalt)

**Backing**
- Cut (2) 72” x WOF strips.

### 24779-J: Fabric 42 (geometric black)

**Binding**
- Cut (8) 2½” x WOF strips.

---

### Fabric Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flannel Design</th>
<th>Cotton Design</th>
<th>Yardage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harmony Brights 36-SKU Strips</td>
<td>Harmony Brights 36-SKU Strips</td>
<td>2 rolls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24776-BFLN*</td>
<td>24776-B*</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24779-JFLN**</td>
<td>24779-J**</td>
<td>⅝</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quilt batting, 69” x 81”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic sewing and pressing supplies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*backing only</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**binding only</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fabric Key**

- Gather one Harmony Brights strip for each color group.
- Color Groups are comprised of 4, 5, or 6 strips as follows:

#### Aqua Color Group (5 pieces)
- 24779-Q: Fabric 1 (geometric aqua)
- 24778-Q: Fabric 2 (swirl aqua)
- 24777-Q: Fabric 3 (leaf aqua)
- 24776-Q: Fabric 4 (weave aqua)
- 24776-ZB: Fabric 5 (weave pastel cobalt)

#### Pink Color Group (6 pieces)
- 24779-P: Fabric 6 (geometric pink)
- 24778-P: Fabric 7 (swirl pink)
- 24777-P: Fabric 8 (leaf pink)
- 24776-P: Fabric 9 (weave pink)
- 24776-ZP: Fabric 10 (weave pastel pink)
- 24776-ZP: Fabric 11 (weave pastel pink)

#### Violet Color Group (4 pieces)
- 24779-V: Fabric 12 (geometric violet)
- 24778-V: Fabric 13 (swirl violet)
- 24777-L: Fabric 14 (leaf violet)
- 24776-L: Fabric 15 (weave violet)

#### Green Color Group (6 pieces)
- 24779-G: Fabric 16 (geometric green)
- 24778-G: Fabric 17 (swirl green)
- 24777-G: Fabric 18 (leaf green)
- 24776-G: Fabric 19 (weave green)
- 24776-ZH: Fabric 20 (weave pastel green)
- 24776-ZH: Fabric 21 (weave pastel green)

#### Orange Color Group (4 pieces)
- 24779-O: Fabric 22 (geometric orange)
- 24778-O: Fabric 23 (swirl orange)
- 24777-O: Fabric 24 (leaf orange)
- 24776-O: Fabric 25 (weave orange)

#### Cobalt Color Group (5 pieces)
- 24779-Y: Fabric 26 (geometric cobalt)
- 24778-Y: Fabric 27 (swirl cobalt)
- 24777-BY: Fabric 28 (leaf cobalt)
- 24776-B: Fabric 29 (weave cobalt)
- 24776-ZB: Fabric 30 (weave pastel cobalt)
**Red Color Group (4 pieces)**
24779-R: Fabric 31 (geometric red)
24778-R: Fabric 32 (swirl red)
24777-CR: Fabric 33 (leaf red)
24776-CR: Fabric 34 (weave red)

**Yellow Color Group (6 pieces)**
24779-S: Fabric 35 (geometric yellow)
24778-S: Fabric 36 (swirl yellow)
24777-S: Fabric 37 (leaf yellow)
24776-S: Fabric 38 (weave yellow)
24776-ZS: Fabric 39 (weave pastel yellow)
24776-ZS: Fabric 40 (weave pastel yellow)

**Quilt Instructions**

**Strip Set Aqua**
1. Referring to Diagram 1, sew together one 2½” strip of each color from the Aqua Color Group (total of five strips) in the following order: Fabric 1, Fabric 2, Fabric 3, Fabric 4, Fabric 5 for one strip set. Press all seams in the same direction. Make a total of two strip sets. Crosscut a total of (32) 2½” Aqua Units.

**Strip Set Pink**
2. Referring to Diagram 2, sew together one 2½” strip of each color from the Pink Color Group (total of six strips) in the following order: Fabric 6, Fabric 7, Fabric 8, Fabric 9, Fabric 10, Fabric 11 for one strip set. Press all seams in the same direction. Make a total of two strip sets. Crosscut a total of (32) 2½” Pink Units.

**Strip Set Violet**
3. Referring to Diagram 3, sew together one 2½” strip of each color from the Violet Color Group (total of four strips) in the following order: Fabric 12, Fabric 13, Fabric 14, Fabric 15 for one strip set. Press all seams in the same direction. Make a total of two strip sets. Crosscut a total of (32) 2½” Violet Units.

**Strip Set Green**
4. Referring to Diagram 4, sew together one 2½” strip of each color from the Green Color Group (total of six strips) in the following order: Fabric 16, Fabric 17, Fabric 18, Fabric 19, Fabric 20, Fabric 21 for one strip set. Press all seams in the same direction. Make a total of two strip sets. Crosscut a total of (32) 2½” Green Units.

**Strip Set Orange**
5. Referring to Diagram 5, sew together one 2½” strip of each color from the Orange Color Group (total of four strips) in the following order: Fabric 22, Fabric 23, Fabric 24, Fabric 25 for one strip set. Press all seams in the same direction. Make a total of two strip sets. Crosscut a total of (32) 2½” Orange Units.

**Strip Set Cobalt**
6. Referring to Diagram 6, sew together one 2½” strip of each color from the Cobalt Color Group (total of five strips) in the following order: Fabric 26, Fabric 27, Fabric 28, Fabric 29, Fabric 30 for one strip set. Press all seams in the same direction. Make a total of two strip sets. Crosscut a total of (32) 2½” Cobalt Units.
1. **QC Column 1.** Noting orientation of the units, sew pieces together in the following order: one Aqua Unit, one Pink Unit, one Violet Unit, one Green Unit, one Orange Unit, one Cobalt Unit, one partial Cobalt Unit (last square; Fabric 30), one Red Unit, one partial Pink Unit (last square; Fabric 11) for Column 1.

2. **QC Column 2.** Noting orientation of the units, sew pieces together in the following order: one partial Yellow Unit (last square; Fabric 40), one Aqua Unit, one Pink Unit, one Violet Unit, one Green Unit, one Orange Unit, one Cobalt Unit, one partial Cobalt Unit (last square; Fabric 30), one Red Unit for Column 2.

3. **QC Column 3.** Noting orientation of the units, sew pieces together in the following order: one partial Yellow Unit (last 2 squares; Fabrics 39+40), one Aqua Unit, one Pink Unit, one Violet Unit, one Green Unit, one Orange Unit, one Cobalt Unit, one partial Cobalt Unit (last square; Fabric 30), one partial Red Unit (first 3 squares; Fabrics 31–33) for Column 3.

4. **QC Column 4.** Noting orientation of the units, sew pieces together in the following order: one partial Yellow Unit (last 3 squares; Fabrics 38–40), one Aqua Unit, one Pink Unit, one Violet Unit, one Green Unit, one Orange Unit, one Cobalt Unit, one partial Cobalt Unit (last square; Fabric 30), one partial Red Unit (first 2 squares; Fabrics 31+32) for Column 4.

5. **QC Column 5.** Noting orientation of the units, sew pieces together in the following order: one partial Yellow Unit (last 4 squares; Fabrics 37–40), one Aqua Unit, one Pink Unit, one Violet Unit, one Green Unit, one Orange Unit, one Cobalt Unit, one partial Cobalt Unit (last square; Fabric 30), one partial Red Unit (last square; Fabric 31) for Column 5.

6. **QC Column 6.** Noting orientation of the units, sew pieces together in the following order: one partial Yellow Unit (last 5 squares; Fabrics 36–40), one Aqua Unit, one Pink Unit, one Violet Unit, one Green Unit, one Orange Unit, one Cobalt Unit, one partial Cobalt Unit (last square; Fabric 30) for Column 6.

7. **QC Column 7.** Noting orientation of the units, sew...
pieces together in the following order: one Yellow Unit, one Aqua Unit, one Pink Unit, one Violet Unit, one Green Unit, one Orange Unit, one Cobalt Unit for Column 7.

8. **QC Column 8.** Noting orientation of the units, sew pieces together in the following order: one partial Red Unit (last square; Fabric 34), one Yellow Unit, one Aqua Unit, one Pink Unit, one Violet Unit, one Green Unit, one Orange Unit, one partial Cobalt Unit (first 4 squares; Fabrics 26–29) for Column 8.

9. **QC Column 9.** Noting orientation of the units, sew pieces together in the following order: one partial Red Unit (last square; Fabric 34), one Yellow Unit, one Aqua Unit, one Pink Unit, one Violet Unit, one Green Unit, one partial Red Unit (first square; Fabric 31), one Orange Unit, one partial Cobalt Unit (first 3 squares; Fabrics 26–28) for Column 9.

10. **QC Column 10.** Noting orientation of the units, sew pieces together in the following order: one Yellow Unit, one Aqua Unit, one Pink Unit, one Violet Unit, one Green Unit, one partial Red Unit (first 3 squares; Fabrics 31–33), one Orange Unit, one partial Cobalt Unit (first 2 squares; Fabrics 26–27) for Column 10.

11. **QC Column 11.** Noting orientation of the units, sew pieces together in the following order: one partial Yellow Unit (last 5 squares; Fabrics 36–40), one Aqua Unit, one Pink Unit, one Violet Unit, one Green Unit, one Red Unit, one partial Yellow Unit (first square; Fabric 35), one Orange Unit, one partial Cobalt Unit (first square; Fabric 26) for Column 11.

12. **QC Column 12.** Noting orientation of the units, sew pieces together in the following order: one partial Yellow Unit (last 4 squares; Fabrics 37–40), one Aqua Unit, one Pink Unit, one Violet Unit, one Green Unit, one Red Unit, one partial Yellow Unit (first 3 squares; Fabrics 35–37), one partial Orange Unit (first 3 squares; Fabrics 22–24), one partial Cobalt Unit (first square; Fabric 26) for Column 12.

13. **QC Column 13.** Noting orientation of the units, sew pieces together in the following order: one partial Yellow Unit (last 3 squares; Fabrics 38–40), one Aqua Unit, one Pink Unit, one Violet Unit, one Green Unit, one Red Unit, one partial Yellow Unit (last 5 squares; Fabrics 35–39), one partial Orange Unit (first square; Fabric 22), one partial Cobalt Unit (first 2 squares; Fabrics 26–27) for Column 13.

14. **QC Column 14.** Noting orientation of the units, sew pieces together in the following order: one partial Yellow Unit (last 2 squares; Fabrics 39–40), one Aqua Unit, one Pink Unit, one Violet Unit, one Green Unit, one Red Unit, one Yellow Unit, one partial Cobalt Unit (first 3 squares; Fabrics 26–28) for Column 14.

15. **QC Column 15.** Noting orientation of the units, sew pieces together in the following order: one partial Yellow Unit (last square; Fabric 40), one Aqua Unit, one Pink Unit, one Violet Unit, one Green Unit, one Red Unit, one Yellow Unit, one partial Cobalt Unit (first 4 squares; Fabrics 26–29) for Column 15.

16. **QC Column 16.** Noting orientation of the units, sew pieces together in the following order: one Aqua Unit, one Pink Unit, one Violet Unit, one Green Unit, one Red Unit, one Yellow Unit, one Cobalt Unit for Column 16.

17. **QC Column 17.** Noting orientation of the units, sew pieces together in the following order: one partial Yellow Unit (one square; Fabric 39), one Aqua Unit, one Pink Unit, one Violet Unit, one Green Unit, one Red Unit, one Yellow Unit, one partial Cobalt Unit (first 4 squares; Fabrics 26–29) for Column 17.

18. **QC Column 18.** Noting orientation of the units, sew pieces together in the following order: one partial Violet Unit (last square; Fabric 15), one partial Yellow Unit (one square; Fabric 39), one Aqua Unit, one Pink Unit, one Violet Unit, one Green Unit, one Red Unit, one Yellow Unit, one partial Cobalt Unit (first 3 squares; Fabrics 26–28) for Column 18.

19. **QC Column 19.** Noting orientation of the units, sew pieces together in the following order: one partial Violet Unit (last 2 squares; Fabrics 14–15), one partial Yellow Unit (last square; Fabric 40), one Aqua Unit,
one Pink Unit, one Violet Unit, one Green Unit, one Red Unit, one Yellow Unit, one partial Cobalt Unit (first 2 squares; Fabrics 26–27) for Column 19.

20. QC Column 20. Noting orientation of the units, sew pieces together in the following order: one partial Violet Unit (last 3 squares; Fabrics 13–15), one partial Yellow Unit (last square; Fabric 40), one Aqua Unit, one Pink Unit, one Violet Unit, one Green Unit, one Red Unit, one Yellow Unit, one partial Cobalt Unit (first square; Fabric 26) for Column 20.

21. QC Column 21. Noting orientation of the units, sew pieces together in the following order: one Violet Unit, one partial Yellow Unit (last square; Fabric 40), one Aqua Unit, one Pink Unit, one partial Violet Unit (first 3 squares; Fabrics 12–14), one Green Unit, one partial Orange Unit (first square; Fabric 22), one Red Unit, one Yellow Unit for Column 21.

22. QC Column 22. Noting orientation of the units, sew pieces together in the following order: one partial Pink Unit (last square; Fabric 11), one Violet Unit, one partial Yellow Unit (last square; Fabric 40), one Aqua Unit, one Pink Unit, one partial Violet Unit (first square; Fabric 12), one Green Unit, one partial Orange Unit (first 3 squares; Fabrics 22–24), one Red Unit, one partial Yellow Unit (first 5 squares; Fabrics 35–39) for Column 22.

23. QC Column 23. Noting orientation of the units, sew pieces together in the following order: one partial Pink Unit (last square; Fabric 11), one Violet Unit, one partial Yellow Unit (last square; Fabric 40), one Aqua Unit, one partial Pink Unit (first 5 squares; Fabrics 6–10), one Green Unit, one Orange Unit, one partial Cobalt Unit (first square; Fabric 26), one Red Unit, one partial Yellow Unit (first 4 squares; Fabrics 35–38) for Column 23.

24. QC Column 24. Noting orientation of the units, sew pieces together in the following order: one partial Pink Unit (one square; Fabric 11), one partial Pink Unit (one square; Fabric 11), one Violet Unit, one partial Yellow Unit (last square; Fabric 40), one Aqua Unit, one partial Pink Unit (four squares; Fabrics 7–10), one Green Unit, one Orange Unit, one partial Cobalt Unit (first 3 squares; Fabrics 26–28), one Red Unit, one partial Yellow Unit (first 3 squares; Fabrics 35–37) for Column 24.

25. QC Column 25. Noting orientation of the units, sew pieces together in the following order: one partial Pink Unit (last square; Fabric 11), one Violet Unit, one partial Yellow Unit (last square; Fabric 40), one Aqua Unit, one partial Pink Unit (four squares; Fabrics 7–10), one Green Unit, one Orange Unit, one partial Cobalt Unit (first 4 squares; Fabrics 26–29), one partial Cobalt Unit (one square; Fabric 29), one Red Unit, one partial Yellow Unit (first square; Fabric 35) for Column 25.

26. QC Column 26. Noting orientation of the units, sew pieces together in the following order: one Violet Unit, one partial Yellow Unit (last square; Fabric 40), one Aqua Unit, one partial Pink Unit (four squares; Fabrics 7–10), one Green Unit, one Orange Unit, one Cobalt Unit, one partial Red Unit (first square; Fabric 31), one partial Cobalt Unit (one square; Fabric 29), one Red Unit, one partial Yellow Unit (first square; Fabric 35) for Column 26.

27. QC Column 27. Noting orientation of the units, sew pieces together in the following order: one partial Violet Unit (last 3 squares; Fabrics 13–15), one partial Yellow Unit (last square; Fabric 40), one Aqua Unit, one partial Pink Unit (four squares; Fabrics 7–10), one Green Unit, one Orange Unit, one Cobalt Unit, one partial Red Unit (first 2 squares; Fabrics 31–32), one partial Red Unit (one square; Fabric 32), one partial Cobalt Unit (one square; Fabric 29), one Red Unit for Column 27.

28. QC Column 28. Noting orientation of the units, sew pieces together in the following order: one partial Violet Unit (last 2 squares; Fabrics 14–15), one partial Yellow Unit (last square; Fabric 40), one Aqua Unit, one partial Pink Unit (four squares; Fabrics 7–10), one Green Unit, one Orange Unit, one Cobalt Unit, one partial Red Unit (first 3 squares; Fabrics 31–33), one partial Red Unit (two squares; Fabrics 32–33), one
partial Cobalt Unit (one square; Fabric 29), one partial Red Unit (first 3 squares; Fabrics 31–33) for Column 28.

29. QC Column 29. Noting orientation of the units, sew pieces together in the following order: one partial Violet Unit (last square; Fabric 15), one partial Yellow Unit (one square; Fabric 39), one Aqua Unit, one partial Pink Unit (four squares; Fabrics 7–10), one Green Unit, one Orange Unit, one Cobalt Unit, one Red Unit, one partial Red Unit (last 3 squares; Fabrics 32–34), one partial Cobalt Unit (one square; Fabric 29), one partial Red Unit (first 2 squares; Fabrics 31–32) for Column 29.

30. QC Column 30. Noting orientation of the units, sew pieces together in the following order: one partial Yellow Unit (one square; Fabric 39), one Aqua Unit, one partial Pink Unit (four squares; Fabrics 7–10), one Green Unit, one Orange Unit, one Cobalt Unit, one Red Unit, one partial Pink Unit (last 2 squares; Fabrics 10–11), one partial Red Unit (last 3 squares; Fabrics 32–34), one partial Cobalt Unit (one square; Fabric 29), one partial Red Unit (first square; Fabric 31) for Column 30.

Quilt Top Assembly
Note: Refer to the Quilt Layout Diagram for the following steps.
1. Sew the thirty Quilt Center Columns together vertically, following the Quilt Layout Diagram for the correct order. Quilt Top should measure 60½" x 72½".

Finishing
1. Sew two 72" x WOF Fabric 41 (weave cobalt) strips together using a 1" seam along the 72" selvage edge. Trim seam to ¼". Press seam to one side. Trim backing to measure 69" x 81".

2. Lay out the quilt top right side up on the top of the batting and the wrong side of the backing fabric.

3. Baste the layers together and quilt as desired. Trim the backing and batting even with the quilt top.

4. Sew the eight 2½" x WOF Fabric 42 (geometric black) strips together (end to end) using 45° seams to make a continuous strip. Fold strip in half lengthwise (with wrong sides together) and press. Bind as desired.

While all possible care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this pattern, we are not responsible for printing errors or the way in which individual work varies.
| COLUMN | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 |
|--------|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|---- |
| 1      | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 |
| 2      | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 |
| 3      | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 |
| 4      | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 |
| 5      | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 |
| ...    | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... |...